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this is it ya'll. the cd everybody in colorado is talking about if you dont have this cd yet you can buy it right

here for only $5 that's right ya'll $5 you heard right.feat some of colorado's top artist

Bassghost,Panda,cavalear,$profit$,klazz II,M.O.E, 22 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix, HIP

HOP/RAP: Rap Details: welcome to colorado all you hip-hop heads this is the cd everybody in colorado is

talking about. feat the dopest artist to come out of the big CO,Bassghost,Panda,Cavalear,

$profit$,M.o.e,Blincyde feat FAB,Klazz II, from w.p.b.,florida we got raylo  dem dam dogs with there hit

song peanutbutter  jelly, on movies nationwide.you head it on the proud family.only $5 for the whole cd

#22 tracks of pure uncut hip-hop.we also won best radio revaloutionaires of 2003 in the westword

colorados music newspaper.check out westwordput skyjackradio in the searchbox.we hope you join us in

making this album platnium.skyjackradio vol #2 "freakquencey overload"Is already in the

Making.also"pioneer  legend" Bassghost solo album coming soon!!! (Now Making Sales In The U.K) lets

celabrate "COLORADOS" best is here.thank you! panda is on the verg to complete his solo "He's Doing

The Damn Thang".get his make..also raylo and dem damn dogs are in a new movie in blockbusters

called "A MIAMI TALE" starring "TRINA" in the new realeses now feat the hit song peanutbutter  jelly so

all you slip and slide fans this is a cd to check out also check out penuttbutter  jelly in "TRICK

DADDYS"uncut dvd also on slip @ slide allstar weekend dvd! be sure to get skyjack radio vol

#2"FREAKQUENCEY OVERLOAD"(2005)Produced By "BassGhost" ALSO COMING SOON:"BEHIND

DA BOARDZ"(vol #1) A full catalog of some of the hardest pounding,shaking,Beats you ever heard!]#20

TRACK CD(coming soon).Till Next Time P.E.A.C.E
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